Antitumoral and antimetastatic effects of continuous particle-mediated cytokine gene therapy.
We established a mice tumor model to investigate the effects of continuous cancer gene therapy, including antigen-presenting cell (APC) engineering and local stimulation of the immune system. B16 melanoma or Lewis lung carcinoma cells were injected intradermally on the back of C57/BL6 mice. The overlaying dermis or the tumor was shot with a gene gun (particle-mediated gene transfer) starting 8 days after tumor implantation in the case of the melanoma (Lewis lung carcinoma start day 7), continuing every fourth day thereafter until death. Control groups were mice without any therapy (A) or gene therapy with the empty plasmid (B). Therapy groups (Melanoma) received the genes as follows: group C--day 8, IL-12; day 12, IL-2...; group D--day 8, IFN-gamma/B7.1; day 12, IFN-gamma/B7.1...; group E--day 8, IFN-gamma/B7.1; day 12, IL-12, day 16, IL-2.... Melanoma: Mean survival time was enhanced in all therapy groups significantly, whereby the greatest survival time was found in group C. Tumor growth was reduced in all therapy groups similarly (C and D significant). Lewis Lung: Only mice of group C had an enhanced survival and reduced tumor growth (both significant). An antimetastatic effect was seen in all therapy groups.